SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
2015-2016
ANNUAL REPORT NARRATIVE
I. OVERVIEW
The 2015-16 academic year was characterized by significant achievements in all areas of academic
focus, from enhanced and expanded industry partnerships to student enrichment. Highlights appear in
this and ensuing sections.
UConn Engineering saw an increase in research expenditures, while new grants and contracts for the
fiscal year grew by over 40%, as detailed below:
Research Expenditures: over $ 32.8 million (excluding UConn Foundation) (vs. $30.5 million in
2014-2015 and $30.3M in 2013-14)
New Grants & Contracts: $58.9 million (vs. $41.1 million in 2014-2015 and $29.2M in 2013-14)
Of the total new grants awarded, industry investments equaled 19%. Federal grants comprised a total
of $49.1 million with $19.8 million from the Department of Transportation; $14.1 million from the
National Science Foundation; $7.4 million from the Department of Defense; and $7.6 million from
the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Energy and other agencies.
This year, UConn Engineering was proud to note that two junior faculty members were selected by
the NSF to receive Early Career Development (CAREER) awards of $500,000 each:


Mukul Bansal (CSE) received the award for his research on protein domains: “Algorithms for
Domain-Level Analysis of Gene Family Evolution.” Protein domains are well-characterized
functional constituents of genes that can be independently lost or gained during evolution;
domain shuffling is one of the primary mechanisms through which genes evolve and gain new
functions. Proper inference and accounting of domain-level evolutionary events is crucial to
understanding how genes evolve and function, but existing approaches for studying gene
evolution ignore domain-level events.



Michael Pettes (ME) received the award for his research: “Understanding the Roles of Strain and
Mass Disorder on Fundamental Thermal Transport Processes in Two-Dimensional Materials.”
The research is expected to have a significant positive impact on the use-inspired development of
effective strain and isotopic engineering strategies to fully realize the potential of lowdimensional nanomaterials in next-generation flexible nanoelectronic devices.

While continuing to nurture and expand its important existing relationships with industry partners,
during the year UConn Engineering signed an agreement with Eversource Energy to establish the
Eversource Energy Center. Details appear later in this narrative.
UConn Engineering was also part of two National Manufacturing Innovation Institutes proposals that
were selected by federal agencies. The Smart Manufacturing Innovation Institute, funded by the
Department of Energy, will focus on smart manufacturing techniques to decrease energy consumption
and increase efficiency, while NextFlex, funded by the Department of Defense, will develop flexible,
hybrid electronics.
UConn Engineering hosted a third annual Industry Open House in November 2015, including both
open networking/show-and-tell poster portions and one-on-one meetings with 50+ engineering
faculty innovators. The 10-minute “speed dates” provided an opportunity for both sides to learn more
about new technology developments underway in faculty labs, and the ways industry can benefit from
partnering with UConn researchers.
Construction began on the Engineering & Science Building in October 2015, with an expected
completion date in 2017. The design of the building will encourage collaboration within and between
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research clusters, promote sharing of equipment and technical support, and maximize flexible space
utilization. The first floor will feature dry lab space and work benches for interdisciplinary research
on cyber-physical systems with a central core to support construction of testbeds. The cores of floors
four and five will feature equipment to be shared by faculty and students: wet lab space and core
biomaterials/biodevices research equipment on the fourth floor; and wet lab space and core
mechanical, chemical and bioengineering facilities on the fifth floor.
Construction also began on the Innovation Partnership Building (IPB), which is the first building of
the UConn Tech Park. The 115,000-square-foot facility will bring together faculty and industry
partners for closer collaboration. Radenka Maric (CBE, MSE) will serve as the executive director of
the park.
Undergraduate applications rose again, continuing the 16-year trend. In fall 15, UConn Engineering
welcomed 725 freshmen, up from the 13-14 freshman class of 650. For fall 16, UConn Engineering
expects 774 freshmen, bringing the anticipated total undergraduate population to a record 3,242
students (vs. 1,566 in AY 05-06). See Education section below for a more detailed discussion.
A number of women faculty and students have received accolades this year, reflecting the impressive
depth and accomplishments of our female engineering population. Lindsay Jimenez, an undergraduate
in BME, was selected as the first place winner for her spring 2015 cooperative education experience
with INDICASAT AIP. Stephanie Knowlton, a BME PhD student, received a fellowship through the
2016 National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program, a three-year award which
provides full tuition and stipend. Kelsey Reeves, an undergraduate in CEE, was nominated by the
ENVE Director and received the Outstanding Senior Woman Academic Achievement Award.
The Engineering Graduate Office continued to engage students and prospective students during the
year. Highlights included:


The second Graduate Career Expo targeting graduate students took place in the spring semester.
Approximately 80 students attended the event.



The second all-school domestic graduate student recruitment event drew nearly 40 prospective
graduate students from across the U.S.



Helping graduate students prepare for their post-UConn careers is of vital importance. During the
year, the popular graduate professional development workshops continued, with four workshops
each in the fall and spring terms. In addition, the second graduate student poster competition took
place with three external judges to evaluate all posters. These activities help UConn Engineering
graduate students polish skills that will distinguish them in their careers.

Undergraduate students continued to excel, winning conference accolades for scholarly posters,
mentoring/tutoring fellow students, participating in outreach to underserved communities, conducting
original research and participating in professional societies. For example:


Cameron Flower (BME) was chosen as the 2016 Goldwater Scholar and was accepted into the
prestigious 2016 NIH BESIP summer program.



A team of undergraduate students won second place in the regional American Institute of
Chemical Engineers (AIChE) Chemical Engineering Car Race. As a result, they have qualified
for the national competition, which will be held at the Annual AIChE Conference in San
Francisco on November 13-18, 2016.



The UConn Steel Bridge Club placed second in the American Society of Civil Engineers New
England Regional Student Steel Bridge Competition, and was able to travel to the national
competition at Brigham Young University.
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Undergraduates participating in the poster presentation at the 2015 National AIChE Conference
were the recipients of eight awards. Nga Nguyen (CBE) won an industry award for second place
overall in the fuels, petrochemicals & energy division.



Two Engineering seniors were named the top two interns of the year by the Center for Career
Development. Meredith Rittman (BME) was the top intern of the year and Ashley Dumaine
(CSE) was the runner up.

II. PROGRESS ON 2015-2016 GOALS
A. Implementation of the Academic Plan
The five-year Academic Plan developed during the 2013-2014 academic year continues to guide
investment, academic activities and the growth of faculty. Significant portions of UConn
Engineering’s plan were adapted into the University’s Comprehensive Strategic Vision. As
mentioned in the Research Enterprise section, engineering faculty are collaborators on a number of
high-profile interdisciplinary research projects funded under the University’s Academic Plan grant
initiative. In addition to advancing novel proposals during the upcoming grant period, UConn
Engineering has worked to ensure that human capital and resource investment contribute to these
strategic aims.

B. Industry Partnerships
Strong collaborative partnerships with industry enable UConn Engineering to: retain its focus on
applications-relevant research; support student internships, co-ops and senior design projects; enhance
the relevancy of engineering coursework; and benefit Connecticut residents through economic
development. UConn Engineering continues to build, sustain and expand our industry partnerships.
The Eversource Energy Center, a $9 million partnership between Eversource and UConn, opened in
the fall of 2015. The center is an innovative partnership that develops state-of-the-art approaches for
delivering reliable power and responding to extreme energy events. Manos Anagnostou (CEE) serves
as the director of the center.
Construction began on the Innovation Partnership Building (IPB), which is scheduled for completion
in 2017. The IPB and future Tech Park resources will provide a vital anchor for our expanded
industry collaborations. Many of UConn Engineering’s existing partnerships will expand once the
IPB is completed, such as the FEI Microscopy Center, which will offer one of the foremost advanced
material microscopy centers in the world.
UConn partnered with United Technologies Aerospace Systems (UTAS) to open a new Materials
Engineering Center of Excellence on the Storrs Campus. UTAS will provide $ 1 million over five
years total for research in Materials Science and Engineering and the Institute of Material Science, as
well as funding several senior design projects.
The Quiet Corner Innovation Cluster (QCIC) is a partnership between the Economic Development
Administration, Connecticut Innovations, and UConn, with each organization contributing $500,000
to establish the program. The QCIC gives small and medium manufacturers in the Eastern portion of
Connecticut access to UConn’s R&D capabilities and business guidance at no charge. This is
UConn’s first economic development activity focused on engaging smaller manufacturers.
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C. Education
UConn Engineering continues to experience an unprecedented number of applications for acceptance
to the undergraduate programs across the School. During AY 2015-16, we welcomed 725 freshmen,
up from the 14-15 freshman class of 650. For fall 16, UConn Engineering expects a record 774
freshmen, bringing the anticipated total undergraduate population to 3,242 students (vs. 1,566 in AY
05-06).
Thanks to diligent outreach efforts by the Engineering Diversity & Outreach Center, as well as
various engineering student groups, the diversity of our student community continues to rise. As of
fall 15, engineering undergraduate student demographics were: 77.4% male, 22.6% female, and
25.1% underrepresented minorities. Female enrollment has more than doubled in six years, from 322
in fall 09 to 688 in fall 15. In fall 05, the percentage of women undergraduates totaled 14.9%, and the
proportion of underrepresented students was 18.5%. For the fall 16 semester, based on deposits
received to date, the freshman class will comprise approximately 43% women and 36%
underrepresented minorities (excluding Asian students, who are not underrepresented in engineering).
The four-year graduation rate from UConn Engineering continues to improve. For freshmen entering
in 2010, the four-year graduation rate was 58%, compared with 39% for students entering in 05. The
six-year graduation rate for freshman engineering students entering in 09 was 67% vs. 54% for
freshmen entering in 05. These rates compare very favorably to the national six-year graduation rate
of 41% from ABET accredited institutions. The five-year graduation rate of underrepresented
engineering students who complete the Diversity and Outreach Center’s five-week residential
BRIDGE program is 70%. Our latest freshman-sophomore year promotion rate is 94%.
We continued to invest significant resources toward the restructuring and quality improvement of the
Management & Engineering for Manufacturing (MEM) program offered jointly by the Schools of
Engineering and Business. Enrollment in MEM grew to 125 students as of spring 16. This translates
to 60% growth over the last two years. During the year, several new engineering faculty joined the
program to enhance expertise and classroom coverage of the wide variety of manufacturing
engineering products and processes. In May 2016, Jiong Tang (ME) accepted the position of MEM
Co-director, representing a return of the MEM leadership to a partnership between OPIM and ME.
Tang will facilitate intertwining the education mission of the MEM program with various thrusts in
his home department towards the further enhancement and growth of the program.
In response to growing demand for our students (for full-time employment, internships and co-ops)
by employers, UConn Engineering hosted two career fairs, participated in the annual STEM career
fair, and conducted many career workshops in collaboration with our Center for Career Development
officer, John Bau. These activities contribute to our impressive 80-85% placement rate for graduating
seniors. UConn Engineering graduated 578 B.S. recipients during May 2016 commencement (494 for
May 15).
The six-year ABET re-accrediation visit took place in 2013. Four programs (Biomedical, Electrical,
Computer, and Management and Engineering for Manufacturing) that had received a two-year
reaccreditation at that time submitted an interim report in July 2015. Review of this report by ABET
sufficiently addressed any remaining issues, and the programs listed received their renewed
accreditation. The next ABET visit for UConn Engineering will be in fall 2019.
The 2016 school-wide Senior Design Demonstration day at Gampel Pavilion featured 173 senior
design teams (a 7% increase vs. the 161 teams in May 15), most of which were sponsored by
engineering corporations that also contributed project expertise and often equipment. Hundreds of
visitors, from policy-makers and industry representatives to families, attended the event.
The professional Continuing & Distance Engineering Education program continues to serve a large
number of practicing engineers. Through the Master of Engineering (MENG) program, 93 students
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were matriculated in spring 16. Total MENG program enrollments decreased from 312 to 284. The
Power Engineering (ECE) certificate program was approved, and 15 Electric Boat students
participated in the program in the spring of 2016. In addition, the first UTC Institute for Advanced
Systems Engineering (UTC-IASE) Systems Engineering Certificate program cohorts completed the
program in fall 2015, and a second group completed in spring 2016. The Systems Engineering
certificates had 53 total enrollments in FY15 and 111 total enrollments in FY16. The online
component of the program continues to expand, with 61 students using the WebEx videoconferencing
system to participate in classes.

D. Research Enterprise
Research expenditures for AY 2015-2016 totaled in excess of $32.8 million (vs. $30.5 million in AY
2014-15), and faculty remained diligent in their efforts to secure extramural funding. In addition,
UConn Engineering redoubled its efforts to identify targeted, major multi-disciplinary federal
proposal opportunities, to cultivate strategic partnerships and to develop competitive proposals in
response to these opportunities.
In 2013, UConn launched a comprehensive process to develop a new academic vision and identify
initiatives that will enable UConn to enhance excellence in research and education. Under the
Academic Plan proposal initiative, 18 projects have received $10 million in funding intended to
advance UConn’s vision. A number of successful proposals were made by faculty teams that include
UConn Engineering faculty, with the following project awarded in 2016:


Rampi Ramprasad (MSE) and Steven Suib (Chemistry) received $300,000 over two years for
Next-Generation Materials Discovery, which promises to produce materials for a variety of
applications, such as extreme environments, polymer brush materials, and highly selective protein
nanoparticle systems.



George Bollas (CBE), Krishna Pattipati (ECE), Parasara Duggirala (CSE), and Ming-Hui Chen
(Statistics) will lead the Bayesian Design of Tests for Fault Detection and Isolation in Complex
Systems project, which received $150,000 over three years. This project aims to seed
interdisciplinary and collaborative work on active methods for hard-to-detect faults in complex
systems generating large amounts of heterogeneous data.



George Lykotrafitis (ME) and Biree Andemariam (UCHC) will work to develop novel tools to
treat vaso-occlusive pain in Sickle Cell Disease through research to develop treatments for the
intermittent blockages that cause the pain with a $150,000 grant over three years.



Maria Chrysochoou (CEE), Mark Boyer (Geography), John Volin (College of Agriculture,
Natural Resources and the Environment), Sylvain De Guise (College of Agriculture, Natural
Resources and the Environment), Chet Arnold (CT Nemo Program), Juliana Barrett (Extension
UC- AVPT), and Bruce Hyde (CT Nemo Program) will create the UConn Climate Corps using a
$149,111 grant over three years. This undergraduate program will require students to assist
Connecticut communities in adapting to climate change.



Additional funding was awarded to the teams of (i) Anson Ma (CBE), Yu Lei (CBE), Ki Chon
(BME), Bahram Javidi (ECE), Faquir Jain (ECE), and Julian Norato (ME) for a customized
inkjet-printing platform for flexible electronics- $299,860; (ii) Thanh Nguyen (ME) and Cato
Laurencin (CBE, BME, MSE) for a fully biodegradable pressure tactile-sensor integrated with a
3-D printed graft to create bionic cartilage tissue- $80,000; (iii) Pu-Xian Gao (MSE) and Mark
Aindow (MSE) for a state-of-the-art liquid cell (S)TEM sample holder to investigate the atomic
structure evolution of nanomaterials in a liquid environment- $176,000 ; (iv) and Pamir Alpay
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(MSE), Rainer Hebert (MSE) and Jason Hancock (Physics) for the computational resources to
model metals and alloys employed in aerospace applications- $100,000.
The previous round of research featuring engineering faculty continue to receive funding:


The Connecticut Cybersecurity Center (C3), led by Laurent Michel (CSE) and John Chandy
(ECE), which aims to investigate, develop, promote, and nurture the best hardware and softwarebased security practices for defense and commercial application domains and, in particular, for
emerging fields such as mobile device security.



Jeffrey McCutcheon (CBE), Richard McAvoy (Plant Science) and Xiusheng Yang (Natural
Resources and the Environment) will build a one-of-a-kind Smart Resource Grid capable of
demonstrating new technologies to solve global problems associated with food security, water
conservation, and alternative energy resources.

Major Extramural Awards included:



Eric Jackson (CTI) was awarded two grants totaling $17 million by the CTDOT to expand the
role of the Connecticut Transportation Safety Research Center (CTSRC) to enhance the state’s
safety analysis methods and systems.



Manos Anagnostou (CEE) and his team received a $4.3 million NSF Partnerships in International
Research and Education (PIRE) grant. More information on this grant is available in the
innovative education section below.



Dong-Guk Shin (CSE) received $1.3 million from the NIH for his project “Nutritional
Transcriptomics Approach for the Role of Astaxanthin in Liver Fibrosis.”



Puxian Gao (MSE) received $1.21 million from the Department of Energy for his research in
Metal Oxide Nano-Array Catalysts for Low Temperature Diesel Oxidation.



Richard Christenson (CEE) received two grants from the DOD totaling over $1 million for
“Exploring Uncertainty in Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring of Marine Systems,” and “SixDegrees-Of-Freedom Shake Table and Instrumentation for Real-Time Hybrid Substructuring of
Complex Marine Systems.”



Krishna Pattipati (ECE) received $1 million from the DOD for Context-Driven Proactive
Decision Support Concepts, Algorithms and Protocol for Agile Mission Planning C4ISR.” He
also received $780,000 for “Atmospheric Effects Analysis and Prediction: A fully Integrated
Coupled and Nested Prediction System,” from the DOD.



Horea Ilies (ME) received $937,000 for two NSF grants, “Interactive Haptic Assembly and
Docking for 3D Shapes,” and “Foundations and Systems for Geometric Interfaceability in Virtual
Product Development.”



Jinbo Bi (CSE) received $750,000 from the NSF for “A High Performance Computing
Foundation to Whole-Genome Prediction”.



Luyi Sun (CBE) received $738,000 from the Department of Education for his research “MultiFunctional Polymer Base Materials- Derived and Learned from Nature.”



Timothy Vadas (CEE) received $738,000 from the Department of Education for his project
“Environmental Engineering at the forefront of Water Science, Policy and Education.”



Wendy Vanden Berg-Foels (BME) received $735,000 from the NIH for her research “Mandibular
Cartilage Regeneration in Situ by Endogenous Stem Cell Recruitment.”
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Mohammad Khan (CSE) received $692,000 from the DOD for his project “Role of Effective
Communication in Trust Building: Application to Human-Computer interaction.”



Ki Chon (BME) received $690,000 from the NSF for “Wearable Devices for In-Home
Monitoring of Patients at Risk for Heart Failure.”



Peter Luh (ECE) received $619,000 from the NSF for his research “Evacuating with Others
Virtually.”



Jinbo Bi (CSE) and Sanguthevar Rajasekaran (CSE) received $600,000 from the NSF for their
project “A High Performance Computing Foundation to Whole-Genome Prediction.”



Sheida Nabavi (CSE) received $596,000 from the NIH for “Novel Integrative Method to Detect
Biomarkers of Breast Cancer Resistance.”



Ion Mandoiu (CSE) received two NSF grants totaling $500,000 for his projects, “Computational
Framework for Inference of Metabolic Pathway Activity from RNA-seq Data” and "Algorithmic
Techniques for Inferring Transmission Networks from Noisy Sequencing Data."



Mukul Bansal (CSE) received $600,000 from the NSF for his research on “Understanding
Horizontal Gene Transfer in Bacteria and Archaea: Units of Transfer and Modes of Integration.”



Bin Feng (BME) received $591,414 from the NIH for “Colon Afferents: Molecular Identity,
Histology/Morphology and Hypersenstivity.”



Yufeng Wu (CSE) received $423,342 from the NSF for his project “Computational Methods for
Analyzing Complex Genomes with Sequence Data.”

E. Faculty Mentorship & Retention
Engineering continued its program aimed at encouraging and rewarding exceptional faculty mentors
with the Outstanding Faculty Mentor Award, which recognizes faculty members who generously
provide their time and energy to mentor fellow faculty, most notably se colleagues. The most recent
awards were given in spring of 2015.
UConn Engineering experienced a number of faculty departures. Zbigniew Bzymek (ME), Brice
Cassenti (ME), John Enderle (ECE), Howard Epstein (CEE), and Eric Jordan (ME) retired during the
reporting period. Quing Zhu (ECE) will be joining Washington University in the fall. Fei Wang
(CSE) pursued a new opportunity in New York. Robert S. Lynch Jr., adjunct faculty of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, died on August 14, 2015, after a long illness. He was 55.

III. HIGHLIGHTS OF ACHIEVEMENT FOR FY 2015-2016
A.

Highlights of School/Department Rankings

UConn Engineering has begun a major initiative to improve our rankings. Our analysis shows that by
all objective metrics, including research expenditures, and the quality and quantity of graduate
students, the School is making significant strides. An area we cite as a weakness is our peer
recognition from other deans, associate deans and department heads.
To address this, the communication team has planned multiple projects to promote and publicize our
achievements. Part of our focus is on our high number of chair professorships and industrial
partnerships.
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B.

Exciting/Innovative Research Programs

Exciting original research is underway within every unit across UConn Engineering. A few examples
of the most impactful ongoing projects include:
Additive Manufacturing and Advanced Materials – The Additive Manufacturing Innovation Center
at UConn (AMIC), with support from Pratt & Whitney, continued to raise its national profile. A new
industry partnership was formed with IPG Photonics. While IPG was initially considered as a vendor
for the UConn testbed additive manufacturing machine, IPG has transformed into a partner and
presumptive system integrator of the UConn testbed. External funding activities emerged from IPG
together with Pratt & Whitney and UTAS that revolved around the testbed.
AMIC center director Rainer Hebert (MSE) and Anson Ma (CBE) taught a two-day course on
additive manufacturing for a group of companies as part of the IMS Associate Program outreach
series in September 2015.
Big Data – A team led by BECAT director Sanguthevar Rajasekaran (CSE), with Reda Ammar
(CSE), Jinbo Bi (CSE), J. Graf (MCB), S. Sahni (University of Florida), G. Weinstock (JAX), and Y.
Wu (CSE), continue work on a four-year $1.2 million grant (with a start date of August 2014) from
NSF under their Big Data program. It is currently the only Big Data project to be funded by the NSF
in the state of Connecticut.
Steven Demurjian (CSE) and Dong-Guk Shin (CSE) continue work on a feasibility study of
information reengineering funded by the Connecticut Department of Insurance, which has received
more than $3.7M since the project began in 2003.
Complex Systems Engineering – The UTC Institute for Advanced Systems Engineering (UTC-IASE)
continues to evolve since its founding in fall 2013. The Institute is offering three certificate tracks that
are organized around System Design, Control Systems and Embedded Systems. The first certificate
program on Control Systems graduated its first class in December 2015, and the second certificate
program on Embedded Systems graduated in spring 16. Another facet is the UTC Endowed Graduate
Fellows Program, which attracts exceptional students for graduate study leading to M.S. or Ph.D.
degrees in the field of systems engineering related to model-based design and development of
complex systems. In 2015, the program supported 46 graduate students.
Hardware and Software Security – The Center for Hardware, Assurance, Security and Engineering
(CHASE) continued to grow its sphere of influence. CHASE established a central research lab with
equipment worth over $1 million purchased with funds allocated by the State of Connecticut for
UConn Tech Park partners, and donations from Comcast. Major equipment includes an Xradia X-ray
Tomography machine, TERA OSCAT terahertz spectrometer, Nikon optical microscope, and 32-core
computer cluster. The lab is also available for internal UConn use as well as external use for fees.
In June 2016, CHASE held the fourth Annual Conference on Hardware Assurance and Security
Engineering: the 2016 CHASE Conference on Secure/Trustworthy Systems and Supply Chain
Assurance. The program included a keynote speaker, panel and 13 invited talks. In addition, posters
were presented by CHASE students. Approximately 100 people attended the workshop from industry,
government and CHASE/UConn.
The CHASE consortium members selected seven projects in October 2013 for a total of $670K in
funding. These projects completed in October 2015, and a second round of research project awards of
$270K will be made by the end of July 2016.
The Comcast Center of Excellence in Security Innovation (CSI) appointed John Chandy (CSE) and
Laurent Michel (CSE) as co-directors of CSI. CSI issued an initial call for proposals in October 2014,
and a second round of project awards started in May 2016, with five projects receiving $100,000. In
October 2015, CSI held the second Annual CyberSEED event: CyberSEED 2015 Emerging
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Cybersecurity Trends in Cloud, IoT and Mobility. CyberSEED includes two components: a
conference and three competitions. The program included three keynote speakers, six panels and 33
invited talks. Approximately 300 people attended CyberSEED from industry, government, academia
and CSI/UConn.
The Center for Voting Technology Research, funded by the Connecticut Secretary of State, continues
to advise state agencies in the use of electronic election technologies, to investigate voting solutions
and voting equipment, and to develop and recommend safe use procedures for electronic systems
used in the electoral process.
Innovation & Entrepreneurship – UConn Engineering remains committed to developing its
innovation and entrepreneurship options for students. The Entrepreneurship & Innovation Consortium
continues to develop new programs and resources to encourage graduate student and faculty start-up
companies. Professor of Practice Hadi Bozorgmanesh continued to teach his sequential two-semester
Experiential Technology Entrepreneurship course for graduate students, which has launched a total of
25 startups to date.
Sustainability – The Center for Clean Energy Engineering (C2E2) developed 70 proposals during the
year, of which 20 were awarded funding, totaling $7.58 Million. C2E2 faculty had research
expenditures of approximately $3.98 million (a 23% increase over 2015). Since C2E2’s inception in
FY 06, research expenditures for C2E2 have totaled over $27.9 million.
The Fraunhofer Center for Energy Innovation (CEI), hosted by C2E2, held the second Science-2Business workshop designed to connect science and industry. CEI has developed experimental
capabilities in water filtration in collaboration with Rauschert of Germany utilizing ceramic
membrane technologies, a 100W eneramic system in cooperation with IKTS, and generated industry
sponsorship for materials synthesis and characterization.
Transportation – As previously mentioned, Eric Jackson (CTI) was awarded two grants totaling $17
million by the Connecticut Department of Transportation (CTDOT) to expand the role of the
Connecticut Transportation Safety Research Center in order to enhance the state’s safety analysis
methods and systems.
Karthik Konduri (CEE) and Nicholas Lownes (CEE) began work on a $1.5 million grant from the
CTDOT to conduct a comprehensive statewide household travel survey, the first conducted in
Connecticut in nearly 40 years. The survey delivered nearly 8,500 valid responses and will provide
the baseline data for an updated statewide planning model to support transportation investment
decisions.
C.

Exciting/ Innovative Teaching Programs



The Taylor L. Booth Engineering Center for Advanced Technology (BECAT) assisted faculty in
coordinating research groups and seminars that promote cross-disciplinary research. Among these
activities was Software Carpentry training. BECAT also organized a number of hands-on
workshops and seminars for Hornet users that included students and faculty, social networking
and refreshments. The Hornet Cluster is a heavily used computer system on campus, which
consists of CPU and GPU nodes, with 6,248 CPU cores, 14,556 GPU Nodes and 32 TB of RAM.



UConn Engineering started two new Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need (GAANN)
Fellowships in 2015-2016; Environmental Engineering at the Forefront of Water Science, Policy
and Education and Multi-Functional Polymer Based Materials. UConn Engineering currently
hosts six GAANN Fellowship Programs in a variety of subject areas.
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UConn Engineering was awarded two new National Science Foundation Research Experience for
Undergraduates sites. Nano-Research Experience for Undergraduates began during the reporting
period and an entrepreneurship program was recently approved.



As previously mentioned, a $4.3 million grant from the National Science Foundation Partnerships
in International Research and Education (PIRE) program was awarded to a team led by Manos
Anagnostou (CEE). This grant will allow UConn researchers to collaborate with colleagues
around the world in order to help local governments and communities in Ethiopia’s Blue Nile
river basin better manage their agricultural and water resources.



Adam Wentworth (MSE Laboratory Manager), and Xu Chen (ME), received a 2015 Teaching
Innovation Mini Grant for their course proposal. The new course, Introduction to 3D Printing:
Learn by Building, will be offered during the Fall 2016 semester.



As previously mentioned, Continuing & Distance Engineering Education launched a new Power
Engineering graduate certificate, in response to the needs of industry partners, including Electric
Boat. Continuing and Distance Engineering Education is negotiating with Eversource Energy to
create a Power Engineering & Risk Analysis certificate program. UConn Engineering’s
manufacturing minor was also revamped, to bring the curriculum more in line with the needs of
industry partners.

D.

Faculty Productivity Across the School: Articles or Scholarly Work

UConn Engineering faculty realized impressive achievements during the year, as summarized in the
table below.

Number

Scholarly
Books
Authored

Scholarly
Book
Chapters

Full
Papers in
Refereed
Journals

Full
Conference
Proceedings

1

12

397

433

Patents
and IP
Filings

Top
Editorships
Major
Journals

11

45

Assoc.
Editorships
Major
Journals or
Conf. Org.
168

Proposals
Submitted

406

Of particular note, the number of top editorships in major journals increased by 15%, a strong
testament to engineering faculty’s desire to be active in the academic community and represent
UConn across the broader engineering spectrum. UConn Engineering faculty produced 397 papers in
refereed journals, around 2.8 papers per faculty member.
The number of proposals submitted rose by 20 this year, as our faculty worked to grow our research
activity by seeking external funding.

E.

Work Highlights

UConn Engineering faculty were productive in a number of different areas, represented by the
impressive honors they have received. Below is a sample of those honors:


Cato Laurencin (CBE, BME, MSE) received the National Medal of Technology, the Connecticut
Medal of Technology and received the Founders Award from the Society for Biomaterials.



Liisa Kuhn (BME) was elected the President of the US Society for Biomaterials. She began her
term in May of 2016.



Quing Zhu (ECE and BME) was elected as a Fellow of the Optical Society of America for her
pioneering research contributions combining near infrared diffusive light and ultrasound for
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breast cancer diagnosis and for chemotherapy monitoring. She was also selected to receive a 2015
Inspiring Women in STEM Award from the INSIGHT Into Diversity magazine.


Bill Mustain (CBE) received a Fulbright Fellowship to investigate the use of electrochemical
systems to reduce carbon dioxide emission from power plants.



Luyi Sun (CBE) was made a fellow of the Society of Plastic Engineers.



Laurent Michel (CSE) was elected President of the Association for Constraint Programming for a
three-year term.



Bing Wang (CSE) was selected as a 2016 Women of Innovation honoree by the Connecticut
Technology Council in April.



Reda Ammar (CSE) was selected as the chairman of the steering committee for the EMC Project
Competition, part of the EMC Academic Alliance in the Middle East and Africa for 2015-16.



Alex Schwarzmann (CSE) was selected to serve as the 2017 chair of the program committee of
the ACM Symposium on Principles of Distributive Computing. This distinguished symposium is
the leading conference in its field and draws participants from all over the world.



Krishna Pattipati (ECE) was selected as a Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor.



Marten van Dijk (ECE) was selected as the Charles H. Knapp (endowed) Associate Professor in
Electrical Engineering.



Yaakov Bar-Shalom (ECE) received the International Society of Information Fusion (ISIF)
Award for a Lifetime of Excellence in Information Fusion. He was also recognized as an IEEE
Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society Distinguished Lecturer for 2015-2016.



Bahram Javidi (ECE) received the prestigious Quantum Electronics and Optics Prize for Applied
Aspects (2015) by the European Physical Society. He also received the 2015 OSA Outstanding
Reviewer Recognition selected by the Editors-in-Chief of all the Optical Society (OSA) core
publications and journals.



Rampi Ramprasad (MSE) was named a Fellow of the American Physical Society through the
Division of Materials Physics. The citation for his nomination is "For pioneering contributions to
the computation-driven rational design of materials, especially polymeric and inorganic dielectric
materials and catalysts."



Eric Jordan (ME) was recognized by the ASME Hartford chapter for his contributions to
mechanical engineering.



Rainer Hebert (MSE) was selected by the National Academies for a two-year term to serve on a
review panel for the Army Research Laboratory’s vehicle intelligence campaign (2015) and for
the structural materials campaign (2016).



Guoan Zheng (BME) has published a new textbook on Fourier Ptychographic Imaging: a Matlab
Tutorial, in April of 2016. Lakshimi Lair is the editor of a new book on Injectable Hydrogels for
Regenerative Engineering.



A research team led by Prabhakar Singh (MSE, CBE) and funded by the Department of Energy
recently announced the development of a gas phase chromium capture technique for application
in solid oxide fuel cell power generation systems. The American Ceramic Society published an
article on their website on the research.

A number of faculty have also been published in prestigious and noteworthy publications, such as:
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“Bio-Inspired Sensitive and Reversible Mechanochromisms Via Strain Dependent Cracks and
Folds” by Luyi Sun (CBE), Dianyun Zhang (ME) and other researchers appeared in Nature
Communications.



“Magnetic Field-Induced Helical Mode and Topological Transitions in a Topological Insulator
Nanoribbon,” by Michael Pettes (ME) and other researchers appeared in Nature Nanotechnology.



“Therapeutic Mechanisms of High Frequency Stimulation in Parkinson’s Disease and Neural
Restoration via Loop-based Reinforcement” and “Network Dynamics of the Epileptic Brain and
the Influence of Seizure Focus” by Sabato Santaniello (BME) in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.



“Parameterization with Control of the Waterbed Effect for Local Loop Shaping” by Xu Chen
(ME), Jiong Tang (ME) and other researchers appeared in Automatica.



“ERGC: An Efficient Referential Genome Compression Algorithm” by Sanguthevar Rajasekaran
(CSE) and other researchers appeared in Bioinformatics.



“LFQC: A Lossless Compression Algorithm for FASTQ Files” by Sanguthevar Rajasekaran
(CSE) and other researchers appeared in Bioinformatics.



“EMDomics: A Robust and Powerful Method for the Identification of Genes Differentially
Between Heterogeneous Classes” by Sheida Nabavi (CSE) and other researchers appeared in
Bioinformatics.

F.

New Faculty Hires

UConn Engineering had a few leadership developments during AY 2015-2016. Following Doug
Cooper’s return to a faculty position in Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering, Ranjan Srivastava
was chosen as department head, following an internal search. A national search continues for a new
head for Mechanical Engineering; Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Education Mei Wei
serves as interim head. Maria Chrysochoou, assumed the role of director of the Environmental
Engineering program in August 2015.
During 2015-2016 UConn Engineering welcomed seven new tenure track faculty, three of which are
women.
Computer Science and Engineering welcomed Assistant Professors Sheida Nabavi and Sridhar
Duggirala in August 2015. Nabavi’s research interests lie in biomedical signal/image processing,
statistical machine learning, translational cancer bioinformatics, and computational genomics, while
Duggirala’s work brings together techniques from formal methods, control theory, numerical
analysis, and distributed systems for designing and analyzing safety-critical systems such as aircraft
landing protocols and autonomous vehicles.
Three new faculty joined Mechanical Engineering during this academic year: Ying Li in the area of
multi-scale computational mechanics; Dianyun Zhang in the area of mechanics of composite
materials; and Thanh Nguyen in the area of biomechanical systems and biomechanics.

G.

Major Philanthropic Gifts

UConn Engineering began its Centennial Celebration in 2016, which commemorates 100 years of
four-year engineering instruction at UConn and aims to foster community, celebrate our history and
future, and enrich endowments. Planning is currently underway for the Gadget Gurus Gala, scheduled
for November 11, 2016.
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A total of nearly $14.3 million in endowments and gifts were received from alumni and industry
friends in 2015-2016, with $6 million shared with the School of Business and the College of
Agriculture and Natural Resources (vs. $11.76 million in 2013-2014). Among the highlights were:


$9 million gift from Eversource Energy for the Tech Park Initiative, split between Engineering,
Business, and Agriculture and Natural Resources.



$1 million gift from Comcast.



$100,000 pledged by the Nicholas and Marion Madonna Foundation for the BRIDGE program
Endowment.

Among the largest private gifts were a $1 million bequest from Raymond and Susan Petniunas to
establish a power engineering professorship, a $65,650 gift from Edward Pitkin to establish a
scholarship fund, and a $50,000 pledge from Edward Smith, Jr. towards UConn Engineering Dean’s
Fund.
During this year’s Academy of Distinguished Engineers celebration, 10 alumni and friends were
inducted into the Academy. The inductees were John Augustyn (79), Kenneth B. Bowes, VP,
Eversource Energy, Kartik Chandran (99), William D’Agostino (84), Christopher Ecsedy (88, 90),
Manish Gupta (98, 01), Andrew Hoffman (53), John Schneiter (78), Scott Tyler (78), and
Konstantinos G. Zografos (83, 86).

H.

First Generation and Diversity Efforts

UConn Engineering features a number of programs designed to bring first generation college
students, under-represented minorities and women to the School. The SOE's Diversity Director,
Kevin McLaughlin, is the coordinator of the Engineering Diversity and Outreach Center's (EDOC)
activities.
During the fall and spring semester, EDOC hosted a Saturday Pre-Engineering Program (PEP) for
underrepresented students in grades six to eight. The program focuses its recruiting in primarily urban
districts. Due to intentional recruiting, we were able to increase the number of participating students
to 91.
Multiply Your Options is a conference for eighth grade girls to explore engineering careers, which
has run for 22 years. The conference is held twice a year to accommodate the demand for the
program. The conference features hands on learning workshops led by female engineering
undergraduates and a “guess my occupation” game with female engineers.
EDOC also hosted the fifth annual Engineer your Future conference, which is similar to Multiply
Your Options, but for eighth grade minority boys.

IV. MAJOR GOALS FOR 2016-2017
A. Implementation of the Academic Plan
The five-year Academic Plan developed during 2013-14 continues to provide a meaningful roadmap
for activities, faculty growth and investment. Significant portions of UConn Engineering’s plan were
integrated within the University’s comprehensive strategic plan. As described in previous sections,
engineering faculty are collaborators on a number of high-profile interdisciplinary research projects
funded under the University’s Academic Plan grant initiative. In addition to advancing novel
proposals during the upcoming grant period, UConn Engineering will remain vigilant to ensure that
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human capital and resource investments contribute to the successful realization of these strategic
aims.

B. Industry Partnerships
Strong collaborative partnerships with industry enable UConn Engineering to: retain its focus on
applications-relevant research; support student internships, co-ops and senior design projects; enhance
the relevancy of engineering coursework; and benefit Connecticut residents through economic
development. UConn Engineering will continue to focus on building, sustaining and expanding
industry partnerships. Furthermore, the UConn Tech Park affords UConn Engineering unprecedented
opportunities for advancing the application of engineering discoveries collaboratively with industry.
The partnerships established during the previous years, including those with GE, Pratt & Whitney,
Fraunhofer, UTC, Eversource, Comcast, FEI, and CHASE will provide vital anchors for our
expanded industry collaborations within the Tech Park. Metrics for determining the success of our
efforts include, but are not limited to:


Number of new partnerships and maintenance/expansion of existing partnerships;



Investment by industry partners;



Number of named/endowed faculty positions;



Number and renewal of funded collaborative research projects with UConn Engineering faculty;



Graduate fellowships and funded undergraduate research opportunities.



In the coming year we will focus on forging partnerships with the Chemours Company,
Synchrony Financial, and Carl Zeiss AG;



Continued focus on three national manufacturing initiatives: flexible electronics, smart
manufacturing, and robotics.

C. Education
UConn Engineering continues to prepare for the increase in student enrollment enabled by Next
Generation Connecticut. Engineering will remain focused on:


Revising the honors freshman engineering curriculum;



Intra-disciplinary relationships to assure sufficient general education course coverage;



Continued support for the development of new mentorship/support activities aimed at creating a
“small community” sensibility for students, thereby increasing retention and experiential
satisfaction;



Assessing the value of streamlining certain common core coursework during the first two years,
to reduce departmental pressures and assure a unified educational foundation for engineering
students.

Additional efforts continue to focus on:


Support for faculty teaching success



Exploring (with faculty participation) ways to make the undergraduate curriculum more
innovative and modern.



Further increasing the number of successful entrepreneurial course/program offerings.
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Working with industry partners to place more students in worthy internships/co-ops, which afford
students an unequalled opportunity to build practical experience before entering the workforce as
permanent employees.



Enhancing and initiating joint graduate programs with the School of Business and other schools
and colleges.



Continuing to grow the Continuing & Distance Engineering Education program, which includes
the Master of Engineering, online and distance education courses, and certificate programs.



Developing a more results-oriented and targeted approach to graduate recruiting.



Developing a more nurturing culture for graduate students, enabling them to explore and hone
professional skills such as proposal writing, instructional methodologies and toolsets, preparation
of winning fellowship proposals, presentation skills, and job preparation.

Metrics for determining the success of this initiative include, but are not limited to:


Student retention and graduation from UConn Engineering;



Faculty course evaluations;



Career placement;



Enrollment in cross-disciplinary and minor degree programs.

D. Research Enterprise
UConn Engineering remains one of the university’s, indeed, the State’s, most efficient research
enterprises, producing innovations virtually across the entire spectrum of technological development.
UConn Engineering faculty produce the greatest share of IP and patented technologies developed at
the UConn Storrs campus. UConn Engineering will enhance its success through several strategies:


Continued investment and focus on areas aligned with the University’s strategic foci, including
Advanced Materials & Manufacturing; Sustainability, Environment & Energy; Security &
Infrastructure; Biomedical Engineering & Genomics; Human Diversity, Disparity & Rights; and
the emerging areas of Complex Systems and Big Data, and Innovation & Entrepreneurship;



The development of major research proposals, particularly
multidisciplinary, multi-institutional opportunities;



Development and formation of organizational structures and performance metrics for all
industry/academic partnerships to ensure quality, industry-relevant deliverables; enhance
meaningful communications and expectations; foster student learning opportunities; and ensure
the long-term health of partnerships;



Closely work with the University to develop a more reliable and predictable funding mechanism
for the research centers;



Nurture effective grant-writing skills, especially among early career faculty.

strategically appropriate

E. Faculty Mentorship & Retention
Increasingly, UConn Engineering faculty members are being recruited by other leading schools for
tenured positions, chaired/named positions and departmental head positions. This trend is viewed as a
measure of our success in training and equipping faculty for leadership positions. Thus, while faculty
15
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departures create certain holes in the teaching/research fabric, they also build our reputation and
foster opportunities for growth in new arenas. In the year ahead, UConn Engineering will focus
attention strategies and initiatives to better nurture the careers of all faculty. Our success toward
achieving this goal will be directly and indirectly measured by our rate of teaching effectiveness,
research productivity and level of engagement with industry.

V. Summary of teaching, intellectual and service contributions
Please see the attached PAR Report.
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Please record a 0 (zero) where there are no faculty entries
for an item that is applicable to your unit.
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The section below deals with faculty teaching and advising
of students and with student characteristics.

School
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Note:
This
column
only
contains
unique
records
and may
be
different
than the
total
sum of
the row.

Undergraduate: The following items refer only to
undergraduate education.
Graduate education is dealt with in the next section.
*1a Courses taught (6 applied music students = 1 course);
include fraction if team-taught
*1b Credits of Courses taught from line 1a; include fraction if
team-taught
*2 University Scholars supervised
*3 Honors students advised
*4a Independent Study students supervised
*4b Credits of Independent Study students supervised from
line 4a
5a Undergraduate Intern Students Supervised - credit
(number of students taking a supervised internship for
credit)
5b Number of credits given to the students taking a
supervised internship for credit from line 5a
5c Interns Supervised - non-credit (number of students taking
a supervised internship for no credit)
*6 Advisees
7 Presentations in special seminar or minicourses offered
through the Honors Program
*8 Minority advisees (Minorities include citizens or permanent
residents who are African American, Asian American,
Hispanic American or Native American.)
9 Other minority program advisees (these represent
departmental or faculty initiatives)
10 National or University-wide teaching awards
11 Official advisor to student organizations
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12 Teaching innovations (Includes development of a new
course, incorporating computers into the curriculum,
enhancing cultural diversity in the curriculum, etc.)
Graduate: The following items refer only to graduate
education.
Do not duplicate entries made in the previous section.
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*13a Courses taught; include fraction if team-taught
*13b Credits of Courses taught from line 13a; include fraction if
team-taught
*14a Independent study students supervised
*14b Credits of Independent study students supervised from line
14a
*15a Major advisees graduated - Ph.D.
*15b Major advisees graduated - Masters
*16a Current major advisees - Ph.D.
*16b Current major advisees - Masters
17a Associate advisory committee memberships - Ph.D.
17b Associate advisory committee memberships - Masters
*18a Minority student major advisees - Ph.D.
*18b Minority student major advisees - Masters
19a Interns Supervised (Ph.D.) - credit (number of students
taking a supervised internship for credit)
19b Number of credits given to the students taking a
supervised internship for credit from 19a
19c Interns Supervised (Masters) - credit (number of students
taking a supervised internship for credit)
19d Number of credits given to the students taking a
supervised internship for credit from 19c
20 Predoctoral major advisees with extramural support
awarded in national competition (NSF, Javits, Danforth,
Rockefeller, Ford, etc.)
21 Postdoctoral fellows working with your faculty
22 National or university-wide teaching awards
23 Official advisors to student organizations
Scholarship: Publications & Conferences (All
published works for which the faculty member is the
sole or co-author. Count authors (and co-authors), not
works.)
24 Scholarly books or monographs (Textbooks, books of
fiction, poetry or essays should be included in items 27 or
52)
25 Scholarly books edited (List here edited books to which the
faculty member has made a substantive original
contribution, otherwise use item 26)
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7
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4
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3
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4
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3
1
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Item Description

26 Scholarly books assembled (List here edited collections
with little or no original contribution)
27 Textbooks (Include both new and revised editions)
28 Manuals (Laboratory, computer, student guides)
29a Software packages - Long
29b Software packages - Short
30 Book chapters
31 Full-length articles in refereed journals (Includes review
articles. Other reviews should be listed in items 33 or 38.
Article size is field-specific: for example, a three-page
Science article describing an experiment is considered fulllength.)
32 Short refereed journal articles (Short papers include notes,
comments, etc.)
33 Non-refereed journal articles (Same as for full-length
refereed articles above, only not refereed. Include long
reviews of books, drama, music, art; long pieces for
professional journals and general magazines,
encyclopedias, newspapers, radio and television)
34 Published conference proceedings (full paper) (Full-length
papers presented at learned society meetings, not
abstracts (which are listed in item 35). Invited
presentations at conferences (keynote address, invited
symposia) should be listed here and also under items (69)
or (71).)
35 Conference proceedings and presentation (short paper,
abstract or poster) (Do not include abstracts listed in item
34. Include here animal, plant and landscape shows and
exhibitions.)
36 Technical reports and published working papers (include
research laboratory reports to extramural agencies)
37 Patents
38 Reviews (book, drama, music or art)
39a Extension bulletins - Major
39b Extension bulletins - Minor
40 Miscellaneous other publications (Include newspaper oped pieces, unedited pamphlets, popular magazine articles)
Scholarship: Other Creative Products This section is
primarily concerned with artistic productivity.
Performances refer to those not part of an academic
assignment. Usually these will be off-campus, but may
include special events held on campus not connected
to school curriculum. Repeat performances are
counted as one
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1
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Item Description

41a Performances as conductor/director - Major (Includes
musical conductor, theatre director, choreographer)
41b Performances as conductor/director - Minor (Includes
musical conductor, theatre director, choreographer)
42 Performances in recording
43 Audio or visual recordings as producer
44a Performances in recital/concerts - Solo
44b Performances in recital/concerts - Ensemble
45a Actor/Performer in - Major Role
45b Actor/Performer in - Minor Role
46a Technical Designs or productions - Major (Include lighting,
scene, costume design)
46b Technical Designs or productions - Minor (Include lighting,
scene, costume design)
47 One person exhibitions
48 Group invitational shows
49 Group or juried shows
50 Curated exhibitions
51a Musical compositions: - Large form (A musical piece
composed by a faculty member and performed offcampus. Large form includes symphonies, operas,
concertos or major chamber works.)
51b Musical Compositions: - Short form (A musical piece
composed by a faculty member and performed offcampus. Short form includes incidental music or similar
works.)
52a Published creative writing - Large form (Creative writing
published or a play produced professionally. Large form
includes novels; full-length plays; books of poetry, essays
or short stories.)
52b Published creative writing - Short form (Creative writing
published or a play produced professionally. Short form
includes short stories, poems, essays or one-act plays.)
53 Original exhibition catalog notes or program notes for
concerts or plays
54 Musical arrangements or editions
55 Transcriptions or translations
Scholarship: Scholarly Reputation
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56 Editorships of major journals (The number of major
journals varies widely according to discipline. Those
journals that are generally accepted as major in your field
are referred to here. Major journals may include masscirculation newspapers and magazines. Editor and
Associate Editor (item (57)) are formal titles for these
journals. Editorial board memberships, short term, guest
and special editorships should be listed under item (58).)

2

7

2

10

15

4

5

45

57 Associate editorships of major journals or organizer of
major conferences (major conferences include
national/international meetings)
58 Other editorial positions or organizer of other conferences
(Member of editorial boards or journals, news media;
editors of conference proceedings; editorships or
associate editorships of non-major journals, general
editorships of book series or collections, consulting editor,
guest or short term editor, etc. Other conferences are
small, regional meetings.)
59 Major officers of large national/international learned
societies (Some disciplines have one or two large
societies representing the entire profession. It is these to
which this item refers. For disciplines with several smaller
societies, see item (60). By major offices we mean
President, Vice President, Secretary or Treasurer.)

5

13

19

46

46

5

34

168

9

21

16

19

31

13

19

128

3

9

6

27

7

4

4

60

60 Other officers of large national/international learned
societies (Include significant committee membership,
conference session chair, etc.)
61 Major officers of small or non-national learned societies (If
a discipline has several small national societies
representing it, officers should be included here as should
officers of state and regional societies.)
62 Member of federal peer review committees (DOD, DOE,
NEA, NEH, NIH, NSF,USDA, etc)
63 Member of other national/international peer review
committees
64 Member of state or regional peer review committees
65 Ad hoc reviews for granting agencies, journals, publishers
or other universities (Ad hoc reviews do not include
University of Connecticut reviews (e.g. UConn Research
Foundation). Include manuscript reviewing activities here
as well as dissertation and PTR reviews for other
universities.)

2

9

13

13

5

4
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2

2

1

2
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6

14

12

23
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7

12

3
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7

12
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91
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9
138

2
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1
140

76

151

12
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1
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Engineering Transportatio Biomol
n Institute
Engr
(CBE)

66 National/international awards, prizes or honorary degrees
(Include NSF career awards, Pulitzer or Nobel prizes,
appointments to national academies. Count continuing
awards annually. These are non-teaching awards.)
67 Appointed Fellows of national/international learned
societies (Include appointments to state societies like the
Connecticut Academy of Science and Engineering.)
68 Other awards or prizes (non-teaching)
69 Keynote/plenary lectures at national/international
conferences
70 Invited Visiting Professorships
71 Invited Scholarly colloquia, presentations or symposia
(These include off-campus invitations (keynote addresses
should be in item 69 and session chairs in item 60.)
72 Artistic performances by invitation (major orchestras,
theatres, major gallery or institutions).
73 National consultancies, clinics and workshops
(Consultancies for which a form is filed with the
Chancellor's Office (or comparable ones during the
summer for which no form is filed) that result from the
faculty members reputation in the field. Other
consultancies can be listed in the appropriate item under
"Service.")
74 Access gained to national research facilities (for example,
supercomputers.)
75 Commissioned work of arts, architectural and graphic
designs, music or drama (Work should be included also in
the appropriate category of "Other Creative Products" in
the year completed.)
76 Other sales of major works of art, music or drama
Scholarship: External Funding
77 Active or approved grants
78 Total amount of annual grant funds (direct costs) (If grants
include more than one Principle Investigator, fractions are
reported by the faculty.)
79 Grant proposals submitted
80 Endowed Chairs
Service and Outreach: This section is for extraprofessional service that is not due to scholarly
reputation and hence not listed in the scholarly
reputation/production sections above.
81 Presentations in student recruitment programs (Formal fullor half-day programs)
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4
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2
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82 Presentations in minority student recruitment activities
(Formal full- or half-day programs)
83 Departmental or non-departmentalized school committee
memberships (Count only committee memberships that
are active for this reporting period.)
84a University committee member
84b College or departmentalized School committee member
84c Regional Campus committee member
85a Departmental or non-departmentalized school Committee
Chair
85b University Committee Chair
85c College or Departmentalized School Committee Chair
85d Regional Campus Committee Chair
86 Non-departmental administration (Include President,
Chancellor, Associate Chancellor, Dean, Associate Dean,
Director of Regional Campus, Museum and other
directorships involving official release from teachings
duties. Report percent of appointment.
87 Clinical, extension or other "expert" services (note types of
and frequency of services performed. Include radio,
television, newspaper interviews, specimen identification,
extension service presentations.)
88 Formal outreach programs (including artistic programs) for
schools or businesses
89 State committee member (not related to scholarship) (Do
not include peer review committees listed in item 64)
90 Consultancies for state/local government agencies
91 Consultanices to state/regional businesses and institutions
(Refers to businesses and schools operating primarily in
the state. Those national and international organizations
with offices in the state should be included in item 96.)
92 Member of voluntary service organizations
93 Services for or presentations to community groups
94 Members of federal government committees (not related to
scholarship) (Refers to work unrelated to oversight of
scholarly efforts)
95 Consultancies of federal governmental agencies (not
related to scholarship)
96 Consultanicies to national/international institutions
(businesses, schools, etc)
97 Memberships on professional society committees.
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98
99
*100
*101
*102
103
104

Additional information related to instruction to be
provided by instructional unit (school or department)
when available. Items 98-104 are for faculty member
information only - not for individual faculty member to
complete.
Percent of undergraduate majors placed in career-related
positions, or graduate or professional school
Percent of undergraduate majors who have gone on to fulltime graduate or professional school
Number of applicants to graduate program
Number offered admission to graduate program
Number of offers of admission accepted to graduate
program
Percent of Ph.D. graduates with first postdoctoral position
in academic or research position
Percent of Ph.D. graduates with first position in academic,
research, clinical, industrial or business non-research
positions
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